Kwanzaa Is a Phony Holiday
Created
by
a
Controlled
Opposition Stooge for the FBI

Ann Coulter says that Kwanzaa is a fake holiday that was
created in 1966 by Ronald Everett, aka Maulana Karenga, a
black radical who founded the ‘United Slaves’ organization
that did the bidding of the FBI. During the madness of the
’60s, the FBI created controlled opposition by supporting the
most extreme black nationalist organizations in order to
discredit and split the left. The FBI fueled the rivalry
between the United Slaves and the Black Panthers, who were not
seeking armed revolution.
Karenga’s United Slaves shot two Black Panthers to death on
the UCLA campus. Karenga served prison time for torturing two
of his black female followers, and he was declared insane in
1971 by a psychiatrist who said that he displayed paranoia and
schizophrenia. Currently, Karenga is the chair of the African
Studies Department at California State University at Long
Beach.
Kwanzaa, celebrated exclusively by white liberals, is a fake
holiday invented in 1966 by black radical/FBI stooge Ron
Karenga – aka Dr. Maulana Karenga, founder of United Slaves,
the violent nationalist rival to the Black Panthers. Liberals
have become so mesmerized by multicultural gibberish that they
have forgotten the real history of Kwanzaa and Karenga’s
United Slaves.

In what was ultimately a foolish gambit, during the madness of
the ’60s, the FBI encouraged the most extreme black
nationalist organizations in order to discredit and split the
left. The more preposterous the group, the better. (It’s the
same function MSNBC serves today.)
By that criterion, Karenga’s United Slaves was perfect.
Despite modern perceptions that blend all the black activists
of the ’60s, the Black Panthers did not hate whites. Although
some of their most high-profile leaders were drug dealers and
murderers, they did not seek armed revolution.
Those were the precepts of Karenga’s United Slaves. The United
Slaves were proto-fascists, walking around in dashikis,
gunning down Black Panthers and adopting invented “African”
names.
Read full article here…
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